7th and 8th Grade








Play traditional band instruments or
sing using good technique
Describe elements of music using
traditional music vocabulary
Demonstrate good performer and audience behavior in class performances
Read and write traditional music notation on the treble clef
Sing or play major scales and triads
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Kindergarten

3rd Grade












Play classroom instruments, sing, and dance
Maintain steady beat and move body to a
steady beat
Recognize differences in sounds
Demonstrate different voices
Identify voice and environmental sounds

1st Grade









Play classroom instruments, sing, and dance
Maintain steady beat and move body to a
steady beat
Recognize and demonstrate differences in
sounds
Demonstrate different voices
Identify voice, classroom instrument, and
environmental sounds
Identify between same and different phrases
in a simple song
Read Iconic notation









4th Grade



2nd Grade















Play classroom instruments, sing, and dance
Imitate differences in sounds
Identify voice, classroom instrument, and
environmental sounds
Identify between same and different phrases
in a simple song
Read iconic notation
Repeat a rhythm
using classroom
instruments or
body percussion
Identify beat
and rhythm in a
simple song

Play classroom instruments, sing, and dance
Read and write rhythms
Read and play pitches using musical notation on the treble clef
Learn to play the recorder
Identify between same and different phrases
in simple AB and ABA songs
Identify different musical aspects of a song
that helps create a mood
Imitate and identify differences in sounds
Describe the tempo and dynamic levels in a
simple musical song
Define melody and harmony
Identify melodies going upward, downward
or staying the same











Play classroom instruments, sing, and dance
Describe elements of music using traditional music vocabulary
Understand and describe how instruments
produce sound
Identify between same and different phrases
in simple AB and ABA songs
Imitate differences in sounds
Repeat a pattern using bucket drums, body
percussion, classroom instruments
Identify simple musical forms
Identify tone colors of musical instruments
Identify melodies going upward, downward, and staying the same
Identify & describe the tempos and dynamics in a piece of music
Distinguish between the beat and the
rhythm in a piece of music
Distinguish between a melody with harmony and one without

5th Grade




Play classroom instruments, sing, and
dance
Classify instruments by section and performance groups by instruments
Describe the tempo and dynamic markings
in a simple piece of music
 Identify simple music forms
Identify different tone colors of musical
instruments
Repeat a rhythmic pattern using classroom
instruments, body percussion, buckets
Identify melodies going upward, downward, and staying the same
Distinguish between the beat the rhythm in
a piece of music
Distinguish between a melody with harmony and one without
Identify simple music forms
Define common Italian tempo markings




Identify the meter in a musical piece
Label the intervals in a written melody










6th Grade






Play traditional band instruments or sing
using good technique
Describe elements of music using traditional music vocabulary
Read and write traditional music notation
on the treble clef
Demonstrate good performer and audience
behavior in class performances
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